Rebecca’s Private Idaho
People, Purpose, Place
The best thing about Rebecca’s Private Idaho is gathering to connect with each other, celebrating the outdoor
spaces that feed our souls, and riding with purpose. The vibrational energy that we’ll create together
September 2-5 will leave you humming and will be felt around the world. Be prepared to be moved by Idaho’s
stunning scenery, small town hospitality, and the challenge of our raw and varied terrain.

As a professional cyclist, I’ve raced all over the globe in some of the most sublime, challenging, and striking
places on Earth. Even with the world as my office, there’s no place I’d rather be than my own backyard. Idaho
is somehow more famous for potatoes than endless miles of singletrack, distant dirt roads into ancient glacial
basins, and high country that defines the western landscape. I’m really looking forward to showing you around.

We feel privileged to contribute to positive change by doing something we love. This event benefits five great
organizations through the Be Good™ Foundation: World Bicycle Relief, an organization bringing practical bikes
to villages in Africa for independence and quality of life; People for Bikes, the nation’s top-shelf bike advocacy
group; the National Interscholastic Cycling Association and the Idaho Interscholastic Cycling League, which
promote the development of teenage mountain bike student-athletes; and the Mines Advisory Group (MAG),
an organization dedicated to finding and destroying landmines, cluster munitions, and unexploded bombs in
places affected by conflict.


Connect with us by following
@rebeccasprivateidaho on Instagram and Facebook.
Share your training and excitement with us
by using #RPIGravel in your posts.

BE A GRAVEL SHARK
(click above to watch Gravel Shark video)

Years ago, before gravel was all the rage, I started a healthy and lively group conversation with many elite racers and
event directors in gravel. As early adopters, we felt compelled to protect all that is unique about a gravel event. I didn’t
and don’t want to see gravel become a cookie cutter template of traditional road racing. It was unanimously clear that
each gravel event is unique, and the unstructured character is an essential element that makes gravel events awesome.
Event individuality makes rules and sanctions unnecessary. But gravel ethics are necessary to ensure fair play, fun, and
freedom. Based on these conversations, I took everyone’s input and wrote “The Rough Road Code.” Ultimately, I did not
publish this Code, because who was I to say what the code of ethics should be for all gravel events?
A couple of years later, a first grader friend of mine, Anna, provided the answer for RPI and for my own racing ethics.
Anna told me about SHARK rules at her school and what the letters stood for. How we should behave as athletes in
gravel races is something we simply learned, and perhaps forgot, in first grade. Here are RPI’s gravel SHARK ethics
(adapted from Anna’s SHARK rules) – this is how I operate myself and for my event, and what I share with riders who
are coming into this genre of riding. Oh…and feel free to apply this to your everyday life, too. SHARK is kind of
universal.
S:

Safe. We race on open roads and sometimes in big groups. #1…be safe and live to ride another day. This

includes staying in your lane, obeying rules of the road, having your ears and eyes open, and maybe even slowing
down if a cow happens to wander across the race course. It happens.
H:

Honest. If you have to ask yourself, “Is this ok?”, then you already know the answer. Course cutting, taking

unapproved aid on course, doping, or any other form of cheating isn’t part of RPI.
A:

Accountable. Your actions are a reflection of you and your community of cyclists. Own your behavior and

conduct yourself as an honored guest, because you are. We all are.
R:

Responsible. Take responsibility for yourself…bring a tool, tube, water, food, and a map. Courses are remote and

rugged. Be responsible in your treatment of the land and the people.
K:

Kind. We are all part of the same bike riding family. Let’s treat each other, the volunteers, the staff, the residents,

everyone, the same way we want to be treated. Watch out for each other and support each other, and respect all
experiences; acknowledging that we aren’t all the same.
Here’s the thing about the above ethics. The community is our judge and jury. It is up to all racers, event directors,
participants, and sponsors to shine a light on and stand by the ethics of gravel racing. Each event may have different
rules for drafting, dropping bottles on course, or where you can take aid. No matter what the rules of the specific event
are, SHARK still applies.

Be Good™ Foundation
The Be Good™ Foundation enriches communities by using the bicycle as a catalyst for
healing, empowerment, and evolution.
Healing, empowerment, evolution. These are core elements in the Be Good™ Foundation mission statement. I
chose these words when I launched the Foundation because they represent some of the most impactful gifts
that the bicycle has given me. I knew that these elements could be brought to communities worldwide with
focused intention and many hours of sweat equity, on and off the bike.
As the world continues to be challenged and changed during this pandemic and global crisis, the importance of
being good is amplified. As we approach our three year anniversary, the Foundation is evolving to provide
relevant and bigger contributions worldwide. In 2020, we responded to the crisis and launched a new
fundraising event, expanded the format of our existing signature event, and targeted areas of high need such
as Covid-19 relief and equity in the outdoors. Since our inception, we have raised and contributed nearly
$350,000 to assorted efforts across the globe! There is so much we’ve done as a young organization and there
is also so much more that I am energized to do. I am an endurance athlete and you can be assured that this is
just the beginning of the Be Good™ journey!
This year, all Rebecca’s Private Idaho riders will be pedaling with a purpose. Proceeds from various aspects of
RPI Remote and RPI Sun Valley will be used by the Be Good™ Foundation to support World Bicycle Relief,
People for Bikes, the National Interscholastic Cycling Association, the Idaho Interscholastic Cycling League,
and the Mines Advisory Group. These groups are collectively making a significant positive impact in
communities across the world, and we appreciate you helping us reach our goal of raising $100,000 to support
these organizations’ efforts! A portion of your entry fee, all of our beverage sales, and fundraising auction
income will be donated to these groups through the Be Good™ Foundation. Want to take it further? You can
donate directly to the Foundation, set up your own personal fundraiser for RPI, or purchase Be Good™ merch.
Thanks for joining us in supporting the efforts of these awesome organizations.

GETTING HERE
For those new to the area, “Sun Valley'' is our shorthand for the collective towns of the Wood River Valley.
It's also the name of the first destination ski resort ever built in the United States, and Ernest Hemingway’s
home for many years. The towns you’ll spend most time in are Ketchum (where RPI begins and ends) and
Hailey, 11 miles to the south (where the airport sits). The Big Wood River runs through both. The area is
also the ancestral home of the Shoshone-Bannock people.


Flying In
The entire Sun Valley area is serviced by both air and ground transport. Hailey's airport (SUN) has flights
from Salt Lake City, Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Angeles via SkyWest and Alaska Airlines. Should
you need more flights from which to choose, Boise International (BOI) is a 2.5-hour drive to Ketchum with
shuttle or rental car options. SunValley.com and VisitSunValley.com have trip planning pages to help you
fill in the blanks and suss out your options.

SHIPPING YOUR BIKE
Don't want to fly with your bike? Want the experts to take care of it? We've partnered with Bike Flights,
Sturtevants and Idaho Cycles to make it all easy for you!


Let some of our favorite local shops, Sturtevants and Idaho Cycles, receive and build your bike so it's
ride-ready for you when you roll into town. After the event, drop your trusty steed off with them and they'll
break it down, re-box, and ship it back to you. ***Please ship your bike only and not your gear!!! ***
The shops will not be responsible for extra gear that is shipped with the bike. DO NOT ship helmets,
shoes, tools, etc…
To set up bike shipping and building, follow these simple steps:

●
●
●

●
●
●

Call the bike shop you are using to schedule your bike build. ***Do this before you ship your bike to
assure they have room for your build. ***
Set up and pay shipping costs through BikeFlights.com, including return tag.
The bike shop will need to receive your bike a minimum of 1 week prior to the first day that you will be
riding (for Queen’s Stage Race riders that is Thursday, August 26; for Sunday RPI riders that is Sunday,
August 29).
Call or email the bike shop you are using with the date your bike will be delivered along with all your contact
information.
Schedule when you will return your bike with the shop. Make sure you have your shipping labels printed for
them.
For more information, please call Sturtevants at 208-726-4501, or Idaho Cycles at 208-721-1089.

BikeFlights.com helps travel-savvy cyclists get their bikes conveniently, reliably, and affordably to and from
events. Their customized door-to-door bicycle shipping service takes the hassle out of traveling with your
bike. Breeze through airport check-in and baggage claim, and your bike will be awaiting you upon arrival
at your final destination.

Local Bike Shops

Looking for a bike to ride for the event? Want to hit some of the sweet local trails? Don't want to fly with
your bike? Forgot that one ride essential back home? Our local bike shops are here to help you out!
Sturtevants
(208) 726-4512
Corner of Main St and 4th

Backwoods Mountain Sports
(208) 726-8818
Corner of Main St and Warm Springs Rd

Idaho Cycles
(208) 721-1089
100 Northwood Way

Pete Lane’s Mountain Sports
622-6124
River Run Plaza – steps from the lifts

The Elephant’s Perch
(208) 726-3497
Corner of East Ave and Sun Valley Rd

Ski Tek
(208) 726-7503
191 Sun Valley Rd

WHERE TO STAY
LODGING:
As for the mint-on-the-pillow side of things, we reached out to our local hostelries to see if they wouldn’t
sweeten the pot for our honored RPI guests. We’ve got some discounts listed below. Don’t wait too long,
though. Ketchum is still a small town, and we’ve got a limited amount of beds, especially with the Wagon
Days Parade happening the same weekend. This is not some yokel event; it’s the biggest non-motorized
parade in the country, and people come from all over just to take it in. On top of that, there’s a clean 1,100
miles of singletrack in the area, some of it in spitting distance of downtown.

● Our friends at Alpine Lodging Sun Valley are just as excited to welcome you to their home as we
are!
○ They are offering a 15% discount on their amazing condos. Use the code RPI2021 when
booking.
○ Additionally, when you stay in one of their spots, they will donate 5% back to the Be
Good™ Foundation!

● Limelight Hotel is our hub and host hotel for the Be Good™ Foundation VIP Party, Welcome
Expo, and some of our rides. They are offering up to a 25% discount for RPI participants. Book
early and get an even better rate! You can book online through the hotel RPI page here, OR call
Limelight Hotels Reservations Department at (888) 218-3282 and mention participation in
Rebecca’s Private Idaho.
●

SUN VALLEY / KETCHUM HOTELS ON TRIP ADVISOR



CAMPING:
Camping is fairly abundant in the Sawtooth National Forest outside of town with designated campgrounds
and dispersed camping. Please don’t try any tent-pitching within city limits, or you may find yourself
booked in a different, less comfortable type of accommodation.

All national forest campgrounds should be open during the event weekend. Check www.recreation.gov for
availability.


RPI SUN VALLEY SCHEDULE

Wednesday, September 1
● 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM - Queen's Stage Race (QSR) packet pickup (mandatory) - Limelight Hotel
● 7:00 PM - Mandatory rider welcome meeting - Limelight Hotel

Thursday, September 2
Queen's Stage Race (QSR), Stage 1, Adventure Stage
● 6:00 AM - Shuttles depart for Queen's Stage Race - Limelight Hotel back deck / Washington Ave.
○ ***Specific shuttle information coming soon!***
● 8:30 AM - QSR Stage 1 begins - Galena Lodge
● 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM - Grab lunch at Galena Lodge, relax and rest, and ride the Harriman Trail
back to town or take a shuttle back to town


Friday, September 3
Queen’s Stage Race, Stage 2, Dollarhide Summit Time Trial
● 8:30 AM - QSR Stage 2 begins, departing from Limelight Hotel with an approximately 20-mile
neutral rollout.
○ The top ten athletes in each category will start in reverse order of placement from Stage 1
at 30-second intervals. Everyone else can line up and start when they wish at 15-second
intervals.
○ There is a 4.5-mile uphill individual time trial, with timing finish at the summit, followed by a
neutral ride down the hill and back to town. Riders must complete the neutral sections on
the bike; no rides to or from the hill climb are permitted.
○ Total mileage is 50 miles, but only 4.5 of those miles are timed.
● 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM - Be Good™ Foundation VIP Party - Limelight Hotel



Saturday, September 4
Welcome Party & Expo
● 8:00 AM - 10:00 AM - #JoinTheRusch Ride, departing from Limelight Hotel
● 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM - RPI Welcome Party & Expo, packet pick-up - Limelight Hotel / Forest
Service Park
● 12:00 PM & 4:00 PM - Rider meetings - Limelight Hotel back deck


Sunday, September 5
Baked Potato, French Fry, Tater Tot
All festivities are located in Festival Meadows
PARKING MAP for Sunday
● 6:45 AM -7:40 AM - Bag drop open
○ Labeled bags with your post-ride necessities may be dropped at Festival Meadows bag
drop/bike valet area near the start. When you finish your ride, you can drop your bike at the
bike valet, grab your bag and get changed for the Off-the-Wagon Days celebration.
● 7:40 AM - Rider briefing
● 8:00 AM - QSR/Baked Potato rollout
● 8:15 AM - French Fry rollout
● 8:30 AM - Tater Tot rollout
● 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM - Off-the-Wagon Days Celebration & Expo at Festival Meadows! We cap off
the event with a big party, complete with live music, food, awards, vendors, and games. We’re
here to celebrate you and a job well done!
● 4:00 PM - Awards ceremony

●
●
●
●


Sunday Course Cut-Off Times
Baked Potato/QSR: You must be through the Copper Basin rest stop #3 (approximately mile 41)
by 11:30 AM to continue onto the Copper Basin loop.
French Fry: There is no specific cutoff time, but you must finish before the last Baked Potato rider
(approximately 5:30 PM)
Tater Tot: No cutoff time
Athletes not making the cut-off time will be turned around to finish their ride.



EVENT PARKING FOR FESTIVAL MEADOWS (SUNDAY)
Parking is available in our event parking lot in Sun Valley, as well as in downtown Ketchum. Both are a
short walk/ride from the start line. We highly recommend riding to the Festival Meadows event start line
and not trying to drive.

To access the parking lot on Dollar Road in Sun Valley, you must enter from Saddle Road. You can not
enter from Sun Valley Road prior to the race start. Take a look at the parking maps to see where you can
park on event day.

CATEGORIES & AWARDS
RPI Sun Valley awards will be given for each category for:

● Queen's Stage Race
■ Top three Female/Male
■ Top three Female/Male Para-Cyclist
■ Top three Non-Binary/FTW (Femme, Trans, Women)
●

Baked Potato, French Fry, & Tater Tot
■ Top three Female/Male
■ Top three Female/Male Para-Cyclist
■ Top three Non-Binary/FTW (Femme, Trans, Women)
■ First Place Junior

● First Place Duo Baked Potato & Duo French Fry
● First Place Tandem Baked Potato & Tandem French Fry
● Twice Baked
■ The Baked Potato rider who is on the course the longest but finishes within cutoff
time.
● Top Be Good™ Foundation fundraiser

CATEGORY INFORMATION
The 2021 Queen’s Stage Race
Instructions, Scoring, and Course Files
Thank you for participating in the 2021 Queen’s Stage Race. I can’t wait to show you around more of
my home training ground! You’re going to love it.
The stage race consists of 3 required stages over 4 days of riding, with the final day culminating in the
Baked Potato course of Rebecca’s Private Idaho. To be scored for the overall rankings in the Queen’s
Stage Race, you will need to ride Days 1, 2, and 4.

CHECK-IN IS WEDNESDAY, 9/1/21, FROM 6PM-8PM, AT THE LIMELIGHT HOTEL
Some essential considerations: All of the stages are open roads and trails and we do not have
right of way. Cars, cows, pedestrians, baby strollers, other cyclists, horses, and dogs all have the right
of way over you. Share the trail and be respectful of other user groups. Be a Gravel SHARK!
So here’s the lowdown for Stages 1 & 2. Stage 3 follows the normal rules and information for
Rebecca’s Private Idaho.
Frequently Asked Questions
What’s at the start and finish of each stage?
We will have GU Energy products, Red Bull, and water at the start and finish of each stage. We will
also have SRAM & Orange Seal neutral race support and emergency medical staff at the start of
each stage. GU Roctane, water and high fives will be waiting for you when you finish.
Stage 1: Lunch from Galena Lodge is provided for riders. Food is also available for purchase.
Stage 3: Food, drinks, and a party will be waiting for you at Festival Meadows when you finish.

Are there aid stations?
Stages 1 & 2 are unsupported and have no aid stations on course. SRAM & Orange Seal neutral race
support and our event EMS staff will be on scene for emergencies, but please come prepared to take
care of yourself for nutrition, mechanicals, and navigation. Stage 3 is set up with rest stops, roving
mechanics, and medical staff on scene. Outside support from friends and family is not allowed.

Are the courses marked?
Stage 1: Yes, sort of. We will mark the course with flagging and arrows. However, there are about a
billion intersections, so I highly recommend loading the course into your Garmin or navigation device
and follow along carefully. It’s easy to get confused on these trails.
Stage 2: The start and finish of the uphill time trial are marked. The neutral ride to and from
Dollarhide Climb is not marked.
Stage 3: Yes, this stage is marked, but each year we have someone go off course and head towards
Mackay, Idaho, or turn onto the Small Fry route. I suggest loading the Baked Potato course into your
Garmin and following along.
● Note: If there is a possibility that someone went off course or did not complete the entire
course on any stage (especially Stage 1), the rider will be asked to submit their GPS file from
the ride for verification. Please record your ride so you can be sure to verify your route. There
are too many intersections on Stage 1 to place timing mats at all of them. Be Good.
Are there awards for the top riders? How is it timed?
The QSR consists of 3 days of scored riding over 4 days. We will use chip timing for all stages, so
please use your number plate and do not deface the timing chip. Individual awards will be awarded
for Stage 1 and Stage 2 overall female, male, para-cyclist and non-binary/FTW stage winners.
Results will be announced at the end of each stage and posted online. Overall female, male,
para-cyclist and non-binary/FTW Queen’s Stage Race winners will be awarded at the Off-the-Wagon
Days Celebration following Stage 3 on Sunday, from 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM.
Can I use different bikes for each stage?
NO. You can change tires and gearing, but you must ride all three days on the same frame.

QSR COURSE DESCRIPTIONS, GPX FILES, & MAPS

Day1: Stage 1, Thursday, September 2
Galena & Harriman Trail Adventure Day
Download course file directly to Garmin Device
Download course GPX
Mileage: 43.30 miles
Elevation gain: 3,711 feet
Type of terrain: Single track, gravel road, non-motorized path
Starts at Galena Lodge at 8:30 AM sharp. There is no event parking allowed in Galena Lodge parking
lot. Riders can be dropped off, park in public lots along Highway 75 and ride to the start, OR utilize
the free shuttle services provided by RPI. Shuttle Services will be provided for all riders and bikes to
& from Galena Lodge. Buses leave from Limelight Hotel / Washington Avenue at 6 AM and also pick
up at Baker Creek Parking area at 6:45 AM (please remember the ride starts at 8:30 AM, so plan
accordingly). ***More shuttle service specifics coming soon!*** It takes approximately 30 minutes
to get from Limelight Hotel to Galena Lodge.
What’s the stage like? This is my favorite stage of the entire event, and I think it could be the most
challenging. You are going to freaking love it and can thank me later. This stage is an action packed
adventure where unexpected obstacles pop up quickly, and yet it’s hard to keep your eyes on the trail
because the view is so stunning. A hydration pack for this stage is recommended.
Stage 1 is the kind of ride that'll make you giggle and think, “I can’t believe I’m riding my gravel bike
here!” We start the stage at the historic Galena Lodge and your legs will be working from the start. In
the first 15 miles, you will climb and descend flowy singletrack on trails like Rip & Tear and The
Grinder. You will ride everything from smooth, bermed turns to embedded rocks-and-roots sections,
stream crossings, chunky gravel and tight trees. Don’t worry, there will be plenty of doubletrack
passing sections in between the singletrack sweetness. Pay close attention here with your Garmin
route file and course markings; there are so many turns and intersections that it’s easy to get lost. We
mark the trail, but I’ve designed the course and ridden it multiple times and I still get confused. After
about mile 16, we will cross Highway 75 and the Big Wood River, then hit the Harriman Trail, which is
a non-motorized gravel and dirt path and one of the gems of our Valley. While you’ll be relieved to be
on less technical terrain, don’t underestimate the unexpected obstacles, like thick piles of gravel, rain
ruts, squirrels dashing across the trail and other trail users like horses and hikers. After about 10
miles southbound on the Harriman, you’ll turn around near Phantom Hill, then begin the long, gradual
climb back to the finish at Galena Lodge. This is two-way traffic, so be attentive to other riders and
stay right.
Most important dangers: Highway 75 crossing, horses and other trail users, unexpected
obstacles, tons of intersections, and getting lost. Please be alert for these main
considerations and share the trail.
Awards and lunch will take place at Galena Lodge (food is provided for all registered riders) after
Stage 1. We will announce the day's winners there as well. You will want to stay for lunch. I promise.

Stage 2: Day 2, Friday, September 3
Dollarhide Summit TT
Load directly to Garmin Device
Download course GPX
Mileage: 49.65 miles
Elevation gain: 3,003 feet
Type of terrain: Gravel Road
Start and finish at Limelight Hotel Plaza. Starts at 8:30 AM sharp. There will be a neutra ride from
the Limelight Hotel Plaza to the beginning of Dollarhide Climb. You will have pavement for
approximately 5 miles, then we hit gravel and ride along Warm Springs Creek. We will use this casual
20 mile ride as a way to connect and socialize and warm up. Please do not drive out to the hill climb.
The neutral sections are not timed, but are still considered part of the stage, so in order to be scored,
you have to complete the whole stage which includes the two neutral sections (out and back) and the
hill climb.
Once you arrive at the base of Dollarhide, we will line up for the individual time trial climb in order of
arrival from the casual ride starting at Limelight (remember you must complete the 20 mile casual ride
from Limelight). This is a staggered start spaced 30 seconds apart. No drafting on the climb. No
headphones. Dollarhide isn’t that steep or long, but the multiple switchbacks, thin air and tired legs
from Stage 1 will make it feel longer than it is. The finish timing mat is under the arch at the summit.
Please be kind and aware and stay to the right on your descent. The descent isn’t scored, only the
climb.
Please note - there is a 20 MPH strict speed limit for the descent. Excessive speed will result in
disqualification. After your time trial, you are welcome to stay and wait for other riders, or make your
way back to town at your own pace. This segment is not timed, but is required. You must pedal back
to Ketchum and complete the stage to be officially scored.
The finish of the Stage is at Limelight Plaza. We will announce the day’s winners via website and
social media at approximately 1 PM. Podiums for this stage will take place on Saturday at the
Welcome Expo.
Most important dangers: Dollarhide is steep with hairpin turns and the road is open to vehicle
traffic. Warm Springs Road near Ketchum is often busy. Please be alert, follow rules of the
road and be courteous. Remember, my name is on your number plate! Be a gravel SHARK.

Day 3: Saturday, September 4, OPTIONAL DAY, but come hang out with us!
#JoinTheRusch Ride
Mileage: 20 miles
Elevation gain: 1,171 feet
Type of terrain: Paved and gravel roads


8 AM. Starts and ends at Limelight Hotel. Anyone is welcome to join for an easy ride out Trail Creek
and Corral Creek Roads. We’ll ride the Tater Tot 20 course and you'll get your first up-close views of
the Pioneer Mountains. This ride is half gravel and half pavement and the perfect way to recover,
socialize, enjoy the views, and #JoinTheRusch. No timing here, just keeping our legs loose for
Sunday's ride.

Stage 3: Day 4, Sunday, September 5
Rebecca’s Private Idaho - Baked Potato
Load directly to Garmin device
Download course GPX
Parking Map
Mileage: 102 miles
Elevation gain: 6,271 feet
Type of terrain: A little bit of paved and mostly gravel
Starts at Festival Meadows at 8 AM. You will roll out with all the folks signed up for the Baked Potato
and must complete the entire course to be scored for The Queen’s Stage Race. You won’t be scored
in the stage race results unless you complete the full Baked Potato course within cut-off times.
This iconic course showcases Idaho's awesome mountain vistas and remote landscape. We start and
finish at Festival Meadows in Sun Valley with a neutral rollout. Trail Creek road is an ancient native
trail and our gateway into the remote mountains. You’ll follow rolling hilly pavement for less than 10
miles, then the trail really kicks up, the pavement turns to gravel, and you are truly earning your entry
into Private Idaho. From the starting elevation, you’ll climb about 1400 ft to the top of Trail Creek
Summit and rest stop #1. This is the biggest climb of the day and you get it out of the way early. From
Trail Creek, you hit the fast, smooth gravel that drops you into the aptly named Big Lost River basin.
To your right are the distinctive Pioneer Mountains, Idaho’s second highest mountain range topping
out around 12,000 ft. This high mountain valley is home to pronghorn, deer, elk, and moose
outnumbering humans. This is also the historical land of the Shoshone-Bannock people. As you turn
toward Wildhorse Canyon, the gravel is often full of washboards that keep you on your toes. At
Wildhorse Rest Stop, riders will head into Wildhorse for a stunning view and a bit of rougher road
before looping back towards Wildhorse Rest Stop. At this point, the course splits and the Baked
Potato riders head right (south) toward the Copper Basin, a stunningly beautiful valley filled with
sagebrush and willow-rimmed creeks, all hemmed in by the great White Knob and Pioneer mountain
ranges. This is the most beautiful and most challenging part of the course. The gravel is chunky and

where it looks deceivingly flat, it is not. You will take the 25-mile journey around Copper Basin Loop
Road and hit the Copper Basin Rest Stop at the start and finish of the loop. Then it’s time to reverse
your tracks and head back to Sun Valley via Wildhorse and Trail Creek, including an adventurous
five-mile diversion Rebecca calls ‘El Diablito’ because the riding is devilish and technical, but the
views of Devil's Bedstead will take your breath away if you have any left. Do not underestimate this
short section...take care, slow your pace, enjoy the view. This section will surprise and shock you.
Once back on Trail Creek Road, the trip home often rewards you with headwinds and more
washboards, but a much shorter climb to get back to Trail Creek Summit. When you top out at Trail
Creek Summit again, you’re almost done. Just a 1400 foot harrowing descent before hitting the
pavement once more and returning to civilization in Sun Valley. Your long journey into the remote
landscape of Idaho will be celebrated with your tribe during the Off-The-Wagon Days Celebration at
Festival Meadows. We’ll be waiting for you there!

Scoring:
Chip timing will be used for Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3 - same chip for each day. Each stage will
be scored by the system below. Your placing will earn the number of points next to that place. Your
points for all three stages will be added together and the rider with the highest points wins the overall
Queen’s Stage Race. In the event of a tie in points after the completion of all three stages, the rider
with the lowest overall time will be crowned the official Queen’s Stage Race overall winner in their
category.
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Baked Potato, Sunday, September 5th
Baked Potato Course Information
Load directly to Garmin device
Download course GPX
Parking Map
Mileage: 102 miles
Elevation gain: 6,721 feet
Type of terrain: A little bit of paved and mostly gravel
Starts at Festival Meadows at 8 AM. This iconic course adds a few miles to the original RPI route, showcasing
Idaho's awesome mountain vistas and remote landscape. We start and finish at Festival Meadows in Sun Valley
with a neutral rollout. Trail Creek road is our gateway into the mountains. You’ll follow rolling hilly pavement for less
than 10 miles, then the trail really kicks up, the pavement turns to gravel, and you are truly earning your entry into
Private Idaho. From the starting elevation, you’ll climb about 2,000 ft to the top of Trail Creek Summit and rest stop
#1. This is the biggest climb of the day and you get it out of the way early. From Trail Creek, you hit the fast, smooth
gravel that drops you into the aptly named Big Lost River basin. To your right are the distinctive Pioneer Mountains,
Idaho’s second highest mountain range topping out over 12,000 ft. This high mountain valley is home to pronghorn,
deer, elk, and moose outnumbering humans. This is also the historical land of the Shoshone-Bannock people. As
you turn toward Wildhorse Canyon, the gravel is often full of washboards that keep you on your toes. At Wildhorse
Rest Stop, riders head into Wildhorse Canyon to Fall creek before turning back towards Wildhorse rest stop. BE
AWARE this section will have TWO-WAY RIDER TRAFFIC. At the rest stop, the course splits and the Baked
Potato riders head right toward the Copper Basin, a stunningly beautiful valley filled with sagebrush and
willow-rimmed creeks, all hemmed in by the great White Knob and Pioneer mountain ranges. This is the most
beautiful and most challenging part of the course. The gravel is chunky and where it looks deceptively flat, it is not.
You'll take the 25-mile journey around Copper Basin Loop road and hit the Copper Basin Rest Stop at the start and
finish of the loop. Note: CUTOFF TIME to reach Copper Basin Rest stop is 11:30 AM. You must be through the rest
stop by that time to continue onto the loop. Riders who do not make the cut off will turn around at the rest stop. Then
it’s time to reverse your tracks and head back to Sun Valley via Wildhorse and Trail Creek. At mile 81 Baked Potato
riders will take a short 5 mile diversion off Trail Creek Road on a section that Rebecca calls ‘El Diablito’ for the
devilish technical aspect, but also the breathtaking views of Devil's Bedstead. Take care in this section to protect
your tires and yourself. This new section is short but technical. Back on Trail Creek Road, the trip home may include
headwinds and more washboards, but when you top out at Trail Creek Summit again, you’re almost done. Just a
2,000 foot harrowing descent before hitting the pavement once more and returning to civilization in Sun Valley. Your
long journey into the remote landscape of Idaho will be celebrated during the Off-the-Wagon Days Celebration at
Festival Meadows. We’ll be waiting for you there.

French Fry- Sunday, September 5

Load directly to Garmin Device
Download course GPX
Parking Map
Mileage: 56 miles
Elevation gain: 4,386 feet
Type of terrain: A little bit of paved and mostly gravel roads

The new and improved French Fry starts at Festival Meadows at 8:15 AM. This is the second longest route of the
day and offers all of the jaw dropping views and remote landscape of the Baked Potato, just in a smaller package.
We start and finish at Festival Meadows in Sun Valley with a neutral rollout. Trail Creek road is our gateway into the
mountains. You’ll follow rolling hilly pavement for less than 10 miles, then the trail kicks up, pavement turns to
gravel, and you are truly earning your entry into Private Idaho. From the starting elevation, you’ll climb about 2,000 ft
up to the top of Trail Creek Summit and rest stop #1. This is the biggest climb of the day and you get it out of the
way early. From Trail Creek, you hit the fast, smooth gravel that drops you into the aptly named Big Lost River basin.
To your right are the distinctive Pioneer Mountains, Idaho’s second highest mountain range topping out over 12,000
ft. This high mountain valley is home to pronghorn, deer, elk, and moose outnumbering humans. This is also the
historical land of the Shoshone-Bannock people. As you turn towards Wildhorse Canyon, the gravel is often full of
washboards that keep you on your toes. When you reach the Wildhorse Rest Stop, you're not done yet! You'll
continue on course below the Pioneer Mountains, one of the most stunning views of your ride. Be sure to look up
and soak in the beauty of this place. As you head further out Wildhorse Canyon to Fall Creek and the turnaround,
BE AWARE THERE WILL BE TWO-WAY RIDER TRAFFIC on Wildhorse Road. From there, retrace your route
back to Sun Valley via Wildhorse and Trail Creek. CAUTION: there is a course split at mile 37 for French Fry
and Baked Potato courses. Pay attention to signs and be sure NOT to turn with the Baked Potato riders.
Once back on Trail Creek Road, the road gets smooth again, but the return trip may include headwinds and more
washboards. When you top out at Trail Creek Summit again, you’re almost done. Just a 2,000 foot harrowing
descent before hitting the pavement once more and returning to civilization in Sun Valley. Your long journey into the
remote landscape of Idaho will be celebrated during the Off-the-Wagon Days Celebration at Festival Meadows.
We’ll be waiting for you there!



What is the DUO Baked Potato/French Fry Category?
This category was inspired by mountain bike stage racing and how much fun it is to ride with a teammate. The duo
category was created so that two riders can work together on course to share the load and help each other along
the full 60 or 100 miles of gravel. Working in a team has obvious advantages and is a fun way to experience the ride
together, so this category is just for you.

Duo Team rules:
● Duo riders must sign up for the duo category when registering.
● Duo riders must stay within sight of each other throughout the course.
● Duo riders must cross all of the timing mats and finish line together.
● You will be scored and recognized as a team.
● We will have duo category prizing!

Riders who are not duo category competitors and are registered as solo riders, yet are found to be riding together in
this fashion, will be placed and scored in the duo category.

Tater Tot- Sunday, September 5
Load Directly to Garmin Device
Download course GPX
Parking Map
Mileage: 18.76 miles
Elevation gain: 1,473 feet
Terrain: Paved and gravel roads
Starts at Festival Meadows at 8:30 AM. The 18.76-mile Tater Tot features the same professional experience as the
Baked Potato and French Fry routes in a more bite-sized format. Tater Tot riders will enjoy a mix of half gravel and
half pavement as the perfect intro to gravel riding. The course starts at Festival Meadows in Sun Valley and will roll
out Trail Creek Road for about 5 miles. Here, Tater Tot riders will split from the group and take a right turn on Corral
Creek Road. Be alert for this course split or you’ll be headed up and over Trail Creek Summit on a much longer ride
than you planned. Corral Creek is an amazing gravel road climbing gently through the aspen trees with impressive
views of the Pioneer Mountains in front of you. The area where you will be riding is the historical land of the
Shoshone-Bannock people. At the end of the road, you’ll loop around at the Pioneer Cabin trailhead for a fun
descent back to Trail Creek Road. At this point, you are not headed back to Sun Valley yet…take a right on Trail
Creek and go another mile up the road to Antelope gravel road, where you’ll loop back towards Sun Valley and
enjoy the views of Bald Mountain before your finish. Timing finish is under the Red Bull arch near the Sun Valley
Gun Club. Please go through the timing mat so we know you made it back safely. After the Red Bull arch, continue
untimed to Festival Meadows where you started. Hit the second finish arch and collect your official Private Idaho
finisher's bandana and high five!


For more information or questions contact:
RPI@rebeccarusch.com

There are more ways to join in on the fun! Get involved with fundraising or volunteering, and
keep up with all things RPI via social.
Fundraising
https://rpi.causevox.com
Silent Auction coming soon!
Social
#RPIGravel
#JoinTheRusch
@rebeccasprivateidaho - Instagram
Rebecca’s Private Idaho - Facebook

Want a guaranteed spot for 2022? Do you have family or friends that want to be involved?
Sign up to volunteer here!!!
https://www.rebeccasprivateidaho.com/volunteer

Thanks to all of our sponsors for helping make the event what it is. We
couldn’t do it without you!

